INTRODUCTION

The College of Management Sciences, PAF-KIET has planned an alumni REUNION in Apr 2016. The succeeding paragraphs will give an idea to the graduating students how to participate in this event.

15 convocations have been held since the inception of the Institute. Over 3000 graduates are Masha ALLAH in the market serving different organizations in country and abroad. It is not possible to invite all the graduating students for the event; therefore this FIRST ALUMNI REUNION is restricted only to graduates who passed out up to CONVOCATION YEAR 2007. This includes all BBA, MBA and M. Phil programs. Even, this list swells to over 400 students

DATE/RV
Date: Sat, 09 April, 2016 from 7.30 pm to 11.00 pm
RV: Main Campus, PAF-KIET, Korangi

HIGHLIGHT OF EVENT
Besides the opportunity of meeting all of you once again, the College also intends to acknowledge your performance in the industry. For this purpose BEST ACHIEVER AWARDS will be given to outstanding professionals. This will be through a self nomination process. The form is placed on the website. Desirous graduates may submit it online latest by 25 March 2016.

The submitted forms would be assessed by the College Jury and your performance/ achievements confirmed from your supervisors and individual awards will be announced in the dinner.

PLANNING DETAILS
The Corporate Department has already initiated a preliminary invitations on 8 Mar. 2016 to the students of these batches on the email addresses held in the databases. Additional information is being placed on the College website which includes a pop up message etc.

All alumni are required to register themselves on the given link. Database will be automatically be updated. Your concurrence to attend or otherwise is important. YOUR SPOUSES can also attend on a nominal charge. Children unfortunately cannot be accommodated.
There is no advertisement being placed for this event. We will utilize the power of the social media. We will be nominating “Batch Ambassadors” on whatsapp who will use their cronies network to spread the word. This app will be launched by 16 Mar. 2016. Volunteer graduates to inform the administrator of this event.

We shall be placing the list of confirmed attendees on the website from time to time to keep you all informed.

PROGRAM
Detailed program will be placed on the website

Besides the nostalgia of fond memories you have of the Institute your participation will be a honor for the College administration, faculty and staff. Some of you may have to plan well ahead to journey from your placement stations, don’t wait apply for leave in time.

The success of this event depends on you. Wish you best of luck!

- Mr. Raza Kamal
- Mr. Qazi M. Salman
- Ms. Kaenat Malik
  (Coordinators)

NB: All instructions will be communicated on the website. Open it regularly

Link: http://coms.pafkiet.edu.pk/

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TX-qAByCyH_hTmjnvLSiPHbHaR-RDxaRfzHP7iG2nKI